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Once Upon a Time
Theodore Chanler
Markus Beam, Suzanne DuPlantis, Jeffrey Halili, Abla Hamza,
Randi Marrazzo, Maggie Moliterno, Daniel Pantano, Katherine Pracht, Sheryl Woods
with Jake Miller, Narrator

THE BARBER OF SEVILLE
by
Gioacchino Rossini

The Overture - Jake Miller and Cast

Cast - in order of appearance - Narrator - Sheryl Woods
Figaro - Markus Beam
Lindoro/Count - Jeffrey Halili
Rosina - Maggie Moliterno
Bartolo - Daniel Pantano
Lawyer - Jake Miller

Largo al factotem
L’amoroso e sincero Lindoro
Music Lesson Scene & The Shaving Scene
The Escape Trio
Finale

THE MAGIC FLUTE
by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Cast - in order of appearance - Narrator - Jake Miller
Tamino – Jeffrey Halili
Three Ladies – Randi Marrazzo, Sheryl Woods & Suzanne DuPlantis
Papageno – Markus Beam
Queen of the Night – Maggie Moliterno
The Magical Band of Children:
The Children’s Choir of Trinity Presbyterian
Pamina – Abla Hamza
O, Help me...
The Padlock Quintet
Der Hölle Rache
Ach, ich füh'l's
*Here in Sarastro's hallowed border
The Queen's Demise & Finale

Tamino and the Three Ladies
Tamino, Papageno and the Three Ladies
The Queen of the Night
Pamina
The Magical Band of Children
The Queen, Three Ladies and Ensemble

*Sung by the Trinity Presbyterian Children's Choir on May 6

HANSEL AND GRETEL
by
Engelbert Humperdinck

Cast - in order of appearance -
Narrator - Jake Miller
Hansel - Katherine Pracht/Suzanne DuPlantis
Gretel - Maggie Moliterno
Mother - Randi Marrazzo
Witch - Sheryl Woods

Hansel, come and dance with me
Prayer
Stay there, don’t move...Nibble, Nibble Mousie...
Witch’s Ride
*We are safe, we are free & Finale

Hansel, Gretel and Mother
Hansel and Gretel
Hansel, Gretel and Witch
Witch
Hansel, Gretel and Ensemble

*Sung by the Trinity Presbyterian Children’s Choir on May 6

And they all lived...
Happily ever after!

Join us for a Q and A with the cast immediately following the performance.